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We are looking for European companies interested in becoming official distributors of our eLearning platform.
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THE ELEARNING PLATFORM THAT CHANGES THE WAY YOU DO BUSINESS TRAINING.
Try DynDevice LMS, the complete system for training your employees.
REQUEST A DEMO[image: Video DynDevice]




DynDevice LMS allows your company to do online training easily and effectively.
With DynDevice you can organize eLearning, classroom or blended training courses; make them available to your employees from computer or mobile; monitor and document all educational activities and results.
Many additional functions - such as the autonomous course creation, the management of a corporate intranet, the use of an ecommerce - can be activated on request.
Find out how DynDevice LMS can help you improve your business education.
ACTIVATE YOUR ELEARNING PLATFORM


DynDevice LMS Solutions



Manage all the training
[image: Manage all the training]With DynDevice you can organize and manage eLearning, classroom or blended business training
	Manage course registrations (online, classroom, blended)
	Manage locations and teachers and book classrooms
	Create and issue certificates
	Create a training document archive
	Use automatic email and notifications
	Use email and automatic notifications
	Automatic correct learning tests

DISCOVER THE SOLUTION
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Deliver courses to your employees
[image: Deliver courses]With DynDevice you can provide employees with eLearning, classroom or blended training and check the results
	Provide eLearning courses on PC, MAC, tablet, smartphone, Smart TV
	Deliver courses via DynDevice App for Android and iOS
	Provide courses via LTI (Learning Tools Interoperability)
	Create user communities
	Check the quality and effectiveness of the training carried out
	Deliver CME courses

DISCOVER THE SOLUTION
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Add extensions
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Create eLearning courses
[image: Create eLearning courses]With DynDevice you can produce eLearning courses on any topic and deliver them to your employees
	Easily create eLearning courses with the advanced SCORM editor or xAPI
	Create eLearning courses with your audio, video, text and file content
	Create and publish micro-learning courses in a minute
	Use audio/video self-transcription audio/video
	Make Web Conferences (virtual classrooms) and webinars
	Edit videos with the integrated platform editor

FIND OUT WHAT YOU CAN DO
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Manage human resources
[image: Manage human resources]With DynDevice LMS you take care of your employees, manage all documentary and training aspects and make them grow over time
	Manage your personal data
	Manage task and skills
	Automate course enrollments
	Manage types of risk and mandatory tasks
	Manage activities with Project Management
	Organize remote meetings
	Start and monitor progress and company discussions
	Share knowledge with Knowledge Management
	and other useful functions for managing human resources

FIND OUT WHAT YOU CAN DO
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Customize the platform
[image: Customize the platform]Fully manage the contents of your eLearning platform and use it as ecommerce and to promote your business
	Activate an ecommerce within your eLearning platform
	Manage all the contents of your platform yourself
	Send newsletters to your customers to advertise courses
	Use advanced modules to improve and complete training activities (assistance, banners, calendar, educational chat, assistance chat, comments, maps, forums, magazines, news, photo gallery, research, socials share, SMS sender, subscription management, cookies GDPR, SEO tools and many other additional features.

FIND OUT WHAT YOU CAN DO
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Start your business training now with DynDevice LMS
The service is provided in SAAS with extremely advantageous standard monthly plans.
And with DynDevice you can immediately start training: at your disposal a catalog of over 150 courses for company training on workplace safety, compliance and quality, digital transformation, food safety, soft skills development.
Find out how DynDevice can help you improve your business education.
REQUEST A DEMO


DynDevice LMS features



ASSISTANCE
We will answer you immediately
DynDevice LMS has a timely and effective technical assistance service via Ticket or Telephone.


UPDATE
State of the art LMS
4 main updates per year and continuous development of the technological platform.


SAFETY
For maximum security
Course takers can access the eLearning platform with login via SSO, SPID or with smart-card (CNS, CEI, etc.).


INTEGRATION
Information safely stored
With API to fully integrate the eLearning platform into third-party software (management, CRM, etc.)


COMPATIBILITY
100% compatible
DynDevice LMS is compatible with W3C standards, uses a SCORM ™ Player and xAPI (Tin Can).


COMPLETENESS
Everything under control
Advanced organization for document management of all training activities.


ATTENTION
Maximum attention to the course
The use of the didactic contents of the courses inhibits the performance of any other activity on the computer.


TUTORING
Always available
The students are constantly followed and assisted in their,training,by tutors and mentors.


CUSTOMIZATION
LMS just for you
The DynDevice LMS eLearning platform is fully customizable in functions and in the graphic template.


COURSTORE™
Virtual Courses Shop
A vast catalog of eLearning courses for business training is easily available in DynDevice LMS.


MOBILE
Always at hand
DynDevice LMS allows the perfect use of the courses in mobile through its native apps for Android and iOS.


SSL COMPLIANCE
Training is legal
DynDevice LMS complies with the technical requirements of the 2011-2016 State-Regions Agreements.






Some of our clients
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[image: Newsletter DynDevice]
Keep up to date with the latest eLearning news
Subscribe to the free DynDevice LMS newsletter to receive a preview of a selection of articles from the world of eLearning training, discover the latest news from our LMS platform and much more.
Subscribe now



Weekly Blog about eLearning
[image: Blog News]
Soft skills in eLearning: teaching and assessing soft skills online
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"On the go" training: what it is and how to apply it
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The situation of eLearning in 2024
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DynDevice LMS 6.3 at the beginning of the year
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The e-Learning platform DynDevice LMS version 6.2 is almost ready.
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 The DynDevice LMS 6.1 e-Learning platform is in the testing phase



eLearning blog
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